It’s early in the morning in the land of c-drive, and diskdriver wakes up like he always does in the morning, and goes to work.

Time to go work
• On the way to work, he bumps into Explorer.exe and AntiVirus.exe.

Hello Explorer.exe
Hello AntiVirus.exe
Hello Diskdiver
• Not in any particular hurry, diskdriver takes a few CPU cycles to talk with explorer.exe.

Going to work?

About usual, just going to visit a few sites on the internet.

Yep. Busy day?
• Diskdriver arrives at work, takes a seat next to wirelesscarddriver, and awaits for input.

Morning wirelesscarddriver. Busy day?

Nah, this computer doesn’t have a wireless card. Same as last week
• All day long, diskdriver spends his time either interfacing with disks or doing nothing at all.

Hello, my name is diskdriver. Who are you?

Okay, I will let finder.exe know you’re here.

I’m disk. I have data.
• At the end of a hard day at work, diskdriver prepares to head home.

Man, I don’t feel good. I had better go see AntiVirus.exe about it.
• It seems that not all is well in c-drive.

How has it been Antivirus.exe?

I’ve been keeping an eye on all the input ports. I didn’t see anything, but some of the other programs have been complaining of feeling sick.

You think it might be an armored virus?

I’m not feeling to good myself.
• At that instant, antivirus.exe stopped responding. Diskdriver was horrified. Little did diskdriver know of the terror to come.

OH NO! ANTIVIRUS.EXE HAS BEEN SHUT DOWN BY A RETRO VIRUS!

I’ve got to get help.
• Diskdiver raced to diskutility.exe, hoping to restore antivirus.exe to a previous state.

Diskutility.exe, I need to restore antivirus.exe

What?
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• Diskdiver realized that diskutility.exe was suffering from a overwriting virus. Diskutility.exe data files had been destroyed.
• With antivirus.exe and diskutility.exe out of operation, c-drive was quickly overrun with fast infecting viruses.

Oh man, this is terrible. All the programs are going down. Word.exe is creating macro viruses and terminal.exe is spitting out worms.

What am I going to do?
• Sadly, that was diskdriver last thought before a boot sector virus destroyed his data files and give him new instructions.

What am I goi……..

........ MUST INTERFACE WITH DISKS. SPREAD VIRUS.
Driven by a burning desire to interface with a disk, diskdriver returns to work.

Disk, I have data for you.

Thanks, but I’m full.

Tough, I am adding instructions to your boot sector.
• All seemed lost in c-drive, when suddenly....

• diskdriver and all the other programs in c-drive were destroyed in a reformatting.
It’s early in the morning in the land of c-drive, and diskdriver wakes up in the morning, and prepares to go to work, completely oblivious to what happened to the last diskdriver, or any of the countless other diskdrivers of the past.

Time to go work